
IntroductIon

curating is a discursive process, rife with admin-
istrative issues. It is also a collective undertaking, 
with a multitude of stakeholders to satisfy. We 
strive to predict and control the operation, but 
by opening night, there is always one or several 
details left unrealized due to inadvertent, insu-
perable hurdles. often, curatorial projects create 
more problems than they resolve.

Among socio-cultural policy experts, there’s a term 
for this kind of quandary: “wicked problem.” dr. 
Jeffrey conklin, a management consultant, offers 
six defining characteristics of wicked problems:

1)     the problem is not understood until after  
a solution has been formulated.

2)     the problem has no stopping rule (i.e. no 
cure-all).

3)     Solutions to the problem are not right  
or wrong.

4)     Every wicked problem is essentially novel 
and unique.

5)     Every solution to a wicked problem is “a 
one-shot operation.”

6)     the problem has no given alternative 
solutions.

By all accounts, the curatorial practice is a 
wicked problem. to curate is to propose a shared 
meaning under incomplete, contradictory, and 
changing individual imperatives. to curate is  
to ask a question with no “true” or “false” answer. 
to curate is to generate a problem that is resis-
tant to resolution. 

For A Wicked Problem, we called on artists and 
curators to dispose with all practical limitations 
and envision the most audacious, outrageous, and 
impossible exhibitions. Fifteen of those propos-
als are partially realized in this show, selected by 
jurors naima Keith (Studio Museum in Harlem), 
Prem Krishnamurthy (P! and Projects Projects), 
Larissa Harris (Queens Museum), and david 
Senior (MoMA Library). 

A Wicked Problem includes works in progress  
by Emily Baierl, Greta Byrum & Annabel 
daou, Hank Ehrenfried, caitlin Foley & Misha 
rabinovich, Katya Grokhovsky, oree Holban, 
Antony Hudek, Felix Kalmenson, Audra Lambert, 
clarinda Mac Low, Jennifer ogburyk, Beth 
reitmeyer, Emily c. thomas, Anuj Vaidya. the 
other sixty-plus proposals that EFA Project  
Space received are on display in the gallery, ripe 
for the picking by any arts organization that is  
feeling particularly bold.

— Meghana Karnik 

encroaching 
contaminating
cloning
seething
pulsing
posting 
disturbing
intervening
immersing 
evolving
overriding
pervading
vibrating 
vitalizing 
oozing
suffusing
metastasizing
anthropomorphizing
streaming
camouflaging
transmitting
animating
tagging
typing 
jamming 
hacking
hyperlinking 
clicking
scrolling
connecting
networking
speculating
stimulating
intensifying
dispersing
swarming
polymerizing
permeating
inundating
pirating 
prefiguring

A proposal for an exhibition that infects its host like a 
pathogen; that lurks in virtual marginalia, discursive 
empty spaces, the pauses between your words; that 
knows where you live and tracks your movements; that 
logs in to your Facebook page and fucks with your 
algorithms; that disrupts the traditional selecting, con-
textualizing, elucidating, and preserving tasks of the 
institutional curator; that harnesses the surplus cura-
torial labor that leaks from the white cube and bubbles 
over the ivory tower; that trolls your open call; that 
mutates and morphs to elude containment; that appro-
priates the tools of that which it seeks to critique; that 
infiltrates the everyday and infuses the sub-atomic to 
the trans-national; that masquerades as a formidable 
force; that seeps across the boundary between subject 
and object…

on April 1st 2006, an exhibition about grand ambition 
and impossibility opened at EFA Gallery. these very 
rooms exhibited unrealized artworks by 15 artists, each 
work with some feature or characteristic that pre-
vented it from ever being manifest.

What is left of our Aporia, and where does it reside? 
Artworks that existed but were never manifest leave 
behind a trace, but no husk or shell. can we re-create 
an Aporia from what it left behind?

Greta Byrum and Annabel daou of dBfoundation,  
curators of the 2006 show APorIA, propose an archeo-
logical excavation: APORIA: APORIA: APORIA: The 
Search for Our Aporia.

We propose to search for the residue of the 15 impos-
sible artworks originally “not” shown at EFA Gallery 
in 2006 and at Los Angeles contemporary Exhibitions 
(LAcE) in 2007.

our aim for this project is to invoke the ghost of 
APorIA that lingers in this space, whereby artists and 
curators entrusted each other with works that could 
only be pursued and imagined, but could never become 
material artifacts. If we find any residue, we will prove 
that we failed to realize a true aporia in 2006.

We propose to exhibit a box containing as much of  
the residue of the original show as we can locate. the 
box will be placed on a pedestal and lit. on the wall 
above the box will be a vinyl museum style wall label 
describing the archeological nature of the project. 
Ideally the audio-guide will play from speakers hidden  
in the vicinity of the box and the wall and will be 
audible throughout the space.

Artists included in APorIA, 2006/2007

Aaisha, Joan Banach, daniel Bozhkov, eteam, rochelle 
Feinstein, carl Ferrero, Monica Goetz, tianna Kennedy, 
Karen Margolis, Hideki nakazawa, Sarah oppenheimer, 
tom russotti, Jim Skuldt, Allyson Spellacy, Peter 
Wegner, treva Wurmfeld.

Audio Guide produced by raul Vincent Enriquez  
and Greta Byrum, featuring Juliana Francis Kelly and 
Henry Strozier. 

1)     I go to taco Bell and hold the hand of everyone 
who enters. I ask them what color their underwear 
is. Everyone with purple underwear wins a trip to 
Phoenix, Arizona.

2)     I destroy donald Judd sculptures with a red 
Mercedes Benz SLS AMG Gt during the year 2018.  
the car is put on display in the Smithsonian 
Portrait Gallery in Washington d.c. It is applauded 
as the most accurate depiction of contempo- 
rary Americana produced in the last twenty years.  
I am quickly forgotten. I paint pictures of cell-
phone photos.

3)     I fill an ambulance with chocolate ice cream. I  
drive the ambulance to a town hall in western 
connecticut where kindergarteners help me to 
push over the ambulance. When asked why we 
have done this, we demand unlimited 4G and new 
nikes. Every day the demands are not met, another 
ambulance full of ice cream is driven to the town 
hall and pushed over onto its side. this goes on for 
forty years.

4)     Make 358 Lean cuisines. do not enjoy any of them. 
Sixty microwaves are used. All microwaves used 
are cast in solid silver and thrown through the 
windows of my middle school while Imogen Heap 
performs live.

5)     I start an artist collective in my hometown for 
stay-at-home moms. We stage collaborative perfor-
mances. We dig up public park grounds and turn 
them upside down. We pick our kids up from school 
together and pit our children against one another in 
horrifying and borderline abusive academic rival-
ries. the mother of the child who burns out first is 
instructed that she must leave the collective, her 
husband, her children and whatever else remains of 
her life. the collective forces her into the wilderness. 
We do not permit her to return. Her story is told 
through an elaborate retrospective at SFMoMA, the 
tate Modern and the Whitney Museum.

We propose to coordinate a synchronized jump where 
every living able-bodied human jumps up at exactly the 
same time. this collective action will be orchestrated in 
close alliance with partnering nGos from every single 
country. Geologists will be consulted to locate groups 
of jumpers along key tectonic fault lines in order to 
precipitate a drastic effect on the Earth. Engineers will 
provide ultra-precise nuclear-driven timers for each 
person. We will all leave this fragmented planet simul-
taneously and land together in a new world where col-
lective power is real. 

the totality of human beings on Earth constitutes 
more than 600 billion pounds of mass: this is roughly 
equal to the mass of all terrestrial ants as well. Ants are 
completely in synch with nature and haven’t precipi-
tated any drastic changes in the environment. Humans 
on the other hand have drastically altered nature to the 
point where the old conception of nature—as some-
thing outside of culture—is gone. We are living in a 
post-natural state where exterminations of entire spe-
cies follow our whims. despite this reality, large groups 
of people believe that there are fundamentally organic 
systems that govern and even determine our impact on 
our surroundings, such as the system of a “free” mar-
ket that organically regulates success or failure based 
on certain natural merit. 

Will the total Jump precipitate an Earthquake of bibli-
cal proportions? It is not likely because the Earth is 
much heavier than our bodies. If we carefully arrange 
ourselves along key fault-lines in the Earth’s crust, and 
if we time our jumps to be precisely synchronized, we 
might yet feel something. We will prove our massive 
impact on our planet and the non-humans around us 
in one rapturous instant. Any resulting losses will be 
worth us finally confronting ourselves.

Artists: Smell, Sound, Sight, Touch
Venue: FIMcA – Floating Island Museum of 
contemporary Art, numerous locations,  
Planet Earth
Budget: Infinite
dAtE: 5014

Found and Lost – Found and Lost is a group exhibi-
tion that explores the notions of nostalgia as a form 
of melancholy and homesick malady that often affects 
migrants and the displaced. By responding to the 
unique specifics of the site of FIMcA – Floating Island 
Museum of contemporary Art, its flipped architecture 
and nomadic existence, the artists expose the hidden, 
often ghostly layers of particles of memories and past 
lives lived, surrounding, and supporting us.

the artist “Smell” specifically investigates the psycho-
somatic nature of recollection and its ability to time 
travel through inhabiting the entire museum continu-
ously during the course of the exhibition with various 
versions and evocative propositions of cultures, time 
periods and places. on the other hand, “Sound” exper-
iments with audience’s boundaries and limitations via 
repetition, volume control, persistence and tenacity of 
ongoing noise samples.

“Sight” collaborates loudly and boldly with the turned-
ceiling-to-floor-to-its-side-over structure of the 
museum by creating vastly spatial installations, utiliz-
ing speculative elements of our vision and longing  
for the fantastical.

the largely participatory nature of “touch”’s prac-
tice results in a durational performativity, presented 
through consistent aspiration to connect and embrace 
with anyone, another who is present or sensed in the 
space. Found and Lost – Found and Lost attempts to 
illuminate our desire for a stable home and culture, 
within a highly unstable, floating world.

this exhibition is a large-scale installation of an 
amusement park ride including a roller coaster and 
merry-go-round within a mountainous scene of pink-
purple-orange oz skies. In order to encounter the art 
works you are asked to hop on a roller-coaster car 
that awaits you at the gallery entrance. Accelerating 
at the speed of light, it is almost impossible to see the 
artworks, which inevitably become abstract paintings, 
flashes of colored magic. Keep hurling on, here people 
manage to stay calm in spite of the thrill. All the big col-
lectors and gallerists too are surprisingly relaxed.

Something is sweetening the air in being unable to 
grasp neither the details nor the whole picture. At this 
point, rapidity is a key element, for on its flipped side 
there will be slowing down and meditation on greed, 
desire, and craving for beauty and love. Passing a few 
more paintings, one dives into darkness. In a tunnel, 
damien Hirst’s new work The Tail (2017) hangs from 
the ceiling, momentarily tickling the tip of your head. 
Instead of giving you the creeps or leaving you quite 
analytic wondering why, how, and how much (it may 
cost), this time you just feel.

Back into the white, speed increases dramatically.  
oh my, a huge loop is there and you are rushing 
through a big hole in the center of the gallery’s ceiling. 
As you peak, you get a quick peek of the Real World 
(2014)—a big plasticine sculpture of mom and dad 
standing proudly, waving, waiting for you to get off and 
return home.

Looping back into the space, an extreme curve to 
the right begins and then abruptly shifts to the left. In 
between those, the spectator may witness a big car-
ousel stage made of metal and wood with rainbow-
colored neons. A sudden decrease in speed allows you 
to read the neon sign: Somewhere Over The Limbo 
(2014). Instrumental childlike music plays as Johnny B 
Wholesome climbs the stage. nobody is their fan, but 
they may appreciate their quality of being neither this 
nor that [1]. this quality is the poetry of being (2014) 
beyond words, beyond color, beyond the gender of the 
greatest goddess. If you are quick enough, you may 
ascend the stage encircled by red diner–like seats or 
dance center stage with the performer.

Amid the onlookers, Brancusi’s Lovers (1908) are 
softening in the pitch dark, and people start to get less 
stoney. Some may start to cry, but this will also pass. 
now in total stillness the viewer may close their eyes. 
Step by step, the others, too, let go. the curators accept 
bad which is harmless as good and may agree to hang 
them too [2], while the collectors forget about gold, 
and the artists have quit their pending ego. the rest 
also did the the same.

It is impossible to foretell the outcome of a show like 
that, but anybody may start performing better, anybody 

may be happier, knowing the sound of a strange con-
tradictory harmony. We will hopefully aspire and inspire 
pure good loving energy, which will make friends who 
have never heard of it to want to come and visit too. [3]

____
[1]     In this context the artist refers to transcending  

two genders but wishes to apply it to all fields of 
life where strict dichotomy causes the suffering  
of beings

[2]     that is, a reduction of ignorance and/or censor-
ship that also prevails in some art-world-related 
environments

[3]     this ride is free of charge and anybody who joins 
may experience Open Mindness and Loving 
Kindness (2014), two new works made incognito

For Small Animal Hotel & Gallery, EFA Project Space  
would be transformed into a fully functional hotel  
and gallery, offering accommodation—free of charge 
and on a first-come first-served basis—to small ani-
mals regardless of species for up to three days.

Why small? Because the EFA Project Space is not big, 
with space for up to 15 small animals on any given 
day between november and december 2014—and 
because, frankly, small is beautiful. However, to avoid 
aesthetic indecision, for the purposes of this exhibition 
“small” would mean: “can dwell happily in the hotel-
cubicle provided by EFA for up to three days.”

Each cubicle would be fitted with a sofa/bed, nest 
or water tank, allowing the guest to turn over or flip 
to one side at will. the Small Animal Hotel & Gallery 
would also offer the guest’s preferred food (to be 
specified on the online registration form—most diets 
accommodated), a shared bath/shower area, and a 
well-ventilated communal relaxation area with a flat-
screen tV.

Within reason, EFA staff would do their best to cater 
to the guests’ individual requirements, such as regular 
walks (or flights) through new York city parks, bedtime 
reading, or affectionate embraces.

But this exhibition would tender more than merely a 
service to small animals. A one-way mirrored parti-
tion—not unlike those favored by dan Graham—
between the offices and the hotel would allow the 
guests to look out while the staff and visitors would see 
only their reflection.

this literally speculative partition would distinguish 
the Small Animal Hotel & Gallery from other animal- 
oriented art installations, such as those by carsten 
Höller and rosemarie trockel. the latter are known to 
emphasize reciprocity between domestic or wild ani-
mals and humans, while inevitably using the exhibition 
format to confirm human superiority through over-
arching vision and theoretical framing.

to the contrary, the Small Animal Hotel & Gallery would 
refuse the Piranesian prerogative that grants human 
viewers superior optical purchase. Here, all the visitor 
would be able to see upon entering EFA Project Space 
is her or his own reflection; the gallery experience 
proper would be limited to the small animal guests, 
affording them the pleasure of observing the spectacle 
of EFA’s daily activities without fear of a commanding 
gaze in return.

Firmly caught in the Kantian, and later Greenbergian 
mold, we are in the habit of denying other animals, 
especially small ones, the benefit of “self-reflexivity.” 
the Small Animal Hotel & Gallery would not have the 
pretention of impeding our vaunted self-reflexivity, 
but would give curatorial priority to smaller animals by 
offering them—in the comfort of a temporary home—a 
view of humans looking blindly at themselves in search 
of an exhibition.

richard Serra’s sculpture, Fulcrum (1987), is launched 
into orbit.

orbits three times.

controlled impact at trinity Site, new Mexico, the site 
of the first detonation of a nuclear weapon, conducted 
by the united States Army on July 16, 1945, marking the 
beginning of the Atomic Age.

Ephemeral Constructs is an exhibition taking into 
account ideas of beauty in the miniscule, space manip-
ulation, detail on a Piranesian scale and a speculative 
approach to curating. In addition to these guidelines, 
the show incorporates the idea of “freezing the original 
moment,” combining these elements into an ordinarily 
impossible exhibition space: snowflakes.

noted theoretical physicist Freeman dyson remarked, 
“the laws of nature are constructed in such a way 
as to make the universe as interesting as possible.” 
Snowflakes display the captivating hidden intricacies 
of architectural language latent in natural constructs 
with a precision echoed in the geometrical etchings of 
Piranesi. twenty snowflakes of various sizes will serve 
as miniature two-sided platforms to display uniformly 
sized, shrunken multiple art prints for the duration 
of the show. Visitors will have at their disposal micro-
scopes and heat-reducing gloves as they view this 
exhibit in a temperature-controlled environment. the 
unnatural preservation of these snowflakes in an artifi-
cial environment will be on view for one week only until 
a gradual rise in heat causes the snowflakes to melt, 
leaving only the artworks.

Works for inclusion in this show include the wood-
block prints from Anselm Kiefer’s Der Rhein series, tiny 
monochrome replicas of Sol LeWitt’s Whirls and Twirls 
and Wall Drawing 1112, a selection of donald Judd’s 
Untitled monochrome prints, and editions of James 
turrell’s Site Plan Blueprint. the shrunken works will 
be displayed in the centers of each flake at a size ratio 
of 1:4, serving as a reminder of humanity’s ultimate 
presence both within and as a hegemonic force upon 
the natural environment. Artworks are displayed at 
this smaller size to symbolically counteract humanity’s 
inflated and egotistical approach to nature. the exhib-
it’s scale reflects a holistic approach reminiscent of 
chinese landscape painting traditions and Hieronymus 
Bosch’s fantastical imagery.

the selected prints are abstract in style and created 
with varying levels of response to the natural environ-
ment. the whimsical patterns, lines and spaces on 
view stand in stark contrast to the ornately detailed 
and precise etchings of each individual snowflake. this 
juxtaposition thwarts the common notion of man-
made architectural detail versus organic, spontaneous 
“natural” design. the flakes can be flipped and turned 
to enable a fluid decentralizing and re-orienting of the 
works, the effects aggrandizing to provide multiple 
dimensions of meaning. As the snowflakes melt, the 
gradual release of water from its frozen to liquid form 
provides a fitting echo of humanity’s sum effect on the 
natural element. this gesture recalls global warming 
and contrasts with the idea of the multiple prints on 
view: while the artwork can be replicated, the individ-
ual snowflakes (and, by association, nature) can’t. the 
images will be examined until the snowflakes finally 
melt, disintegrating and taking with it this ephemeral 
exhibition space.

this exhibition takes place throughout new York city, 
in spaces that have the Piranesian vaulted ceilings 
that were developed through the techniques of the 
two rafael Guastavinos (Jr. and Sr.). these spaces 
include the registry room at Ellis Island, carnegie 
Hall, the Elephant House at Bronx Zoo, the shuttered 
city Hall subway station, St. John the divine cathedral, 
the tennis House in central Park and Grand central 
terminal. Echoing the tiny interlocking tiles of the 
Guastavino techniques, teams of architects, ceramic 
artists, and local residents or workers, under the tute-
lage of Guastavino scholar John ochsendorf (MIt), will 
create structures that act as both refuge and obstacle. 
these maze-like edifices will shift the perspective 
of the viewer, offering for view the hidden parts of 
public spaces and obscuring other parts. What if you 
viewed carnegie Hall sideways? What if the ceiling of 
St. John the divine became the floor? the structures 
will extend from the built spaces into outdoor areas, 
rambling across thresholds and blurring the lines 
between enclosed structure and open air. once these 
structures have been built, experts from nASA will join 
the team and create a zero gravity environment within 
each. “up” and “down” will lose their meaning, and the 
somatic experience of space will be radically altered. 
In the zero gravity environments, currently incarcer-
ated artists will be commissioned to create sculptural 
evocations of the Piranesi Prison drawings, working 
with a group of forced-growth clones of Giovanni 
Piranesi himself. the structures will eventually grow to 
incorporate the whole city. the unstable personalities 
of the Piranesi clones will infect all the work, and the 
sculptures will become more and more grandiose over 
time. the nASA engineers, caught up in the activity, 
will find a way to create local pockets of zero gravity 
so the structures will end up extending into the sky, up 
through the troposphere and into the stratosphere.

Meanwhile, the city will become an entirely different 
place, as the weightlessness citizens experience in the 
pockets of zero gravity gradually erodes their capital-
ist sense of purpose. Everybody in the city will become 
entirely engrossed in building the Piranesian structures, 
so much so that nobody will notice the eventual hor-
rible demise of the Piranesi clones. new York city will no 
longer be known as a center of commerce and finance. 
the corporate presence will dwindle. People will start 
creating terraced gardens within the Piranesian sculp-
tures, and will use the zero-gravity environment to 
manufacture high-grade renewable plastics with con-
crete from the city sidewalks that have by now cracked 
and eroded entirely. A new tourist trade will develop, as 
people come from all over to view this ninth wonder of 
the world, and spend time climbing the structures up to 
the stratosphere, laughing and giddy in the light bright 
weightlessness. this exhibit will never end.

the latest in social practice and constitutional reinter-
pretation, THE PEOPLE’S ARMACY offers a judgment- 
and oversight-free marketplace where individuals can 
exchange firearms for medication and vice versa.

GunS druGS
For For
druGS GunS

American jurisprudence and the will of the electorate 
converge at a point in the future anterior to create  
THE PEOPLE’S ARMACY. Like a feral child’s home-
made playset based on a 3-d rendering of a green-
screened set for a reality tV show, its installation will 
comprise a folding table, two to six folding chairs, 
and regularly replenished bottles of Pellegrino spar-
kling water. A banner borne aloft by drones reads tHE 
doctor IS In, and a sign hanging from the front of  
the table displays THE PEOPLE’S ARMACY logo. no 
staffing is required; exhibition visitors are invited to 
use the space to trade weapons and medications with 
all terms up to their discretion. 

At the margins of discursive propriety lies the liber- 
tarian polis. THE PEOPLE’S ARMACY presages the 
term-in-office of President rand Paul (r-KY) and looks 
forward to a time when government-imposed “ser-
vices” fall away and state-backed forms of valuation 
melt into air. At last we will be able to establish new 
radical relations of community and new ways of under-
standing ourselves—loaded, locked and loaded.

In February 2014, Bowling Green, KY made it into 
the national spotlight when a 60-foot-deep sinkhole 
opened up in its national corvette Museum, swallow-
ing eight corvettes. While the initial reaction to the 
sinkhole was one of dismay and shock, months later 
the sinkhole has become a major tourist attraction. 
Attendance to the museum is up approximately 60 
percent, and the museum is considering keeping the 
sinkhole as an exhibit.

the national corvette Museum’s sinkhole, however, is 
not the region’s only sinkhole. South-central Kentucky 
is located in a sinkhole plain; its geological features 
created not only the museum’s sinkhole but also 
nearby Mammoth cave, the world’s longest known 
cave system. Mammoth cave was shortened due to the 
creation of a sinkhole, which cut off part of the cave 
and technically created a second cave. the southern 
Kentucky region is littered with sinkholes.

As an installation artist living in Kentucky, I’m inspired 
to create my own sinkhole: the world’s most beautiful, 
comfortable, and fun sinkhole. the sinkhole itself will 
be created with luscious materials, such as velours, 
velvets, and satins. these fabrics will be stitched to 
cover a padded frame constructed in wood or metal; 
the frame will be a geodesic dome turned upside-down. 
the geodesic frame will be constructed using intui-
tive geometry, so that the sinkhole has a lumpy, natural 
look to it. the sinkhole will be installed within a hole 
dug in the ground or within a hill-like platform. Viewers 
will be able to slide down into the sinkhole or climb 
in and out via a ladder. there will be round, soft rock-
shaped forms made from stuffed, sumptuous fabrics 
within the sinkhole, much like ball-pits for children. the 
sinkhole will also reference iconic earthworks, such as 
James turrell’s Roden Crater. While within the sinkhole, 
viewers will be able to stare at the sky or play with the 
stuffed rocks.

Fun snacks will also be available that reference the 
sinkhole. Snacks may include: rock candy, mud pies, 
brownies, and hay stacks. People outside the sinkhole 
will be able to throw the packaged snacks down in the 
sinkhole. the snacks give viewers an additional reason 
to enjoy the sinkhole.

the sinkhole may also function within Gaston 
Bachelard‘s concept of “intimate immensity.” While 
experiencing the vastness of the sinkhole, the viewer 
will be separated from most of the world and may begin 
to daydream. this allows for the viewer’s contemplation 
of the world to go into one’s self. In this, one realizes 
that one’s interior is actually immense—is limitless. “In 
the forest, I am my entire self. Everything is possible 
in my heart just as it is in the hiding places in ravines. 
thickly wooded distance separates me from the moral 
codes and cities.” (Gaston Bachelard, quoting rené 
Ménard, The Poetics of Space). It would also be intrigu-
ing to see if people are able to have intimate immense 
experiences while together, in the sinkhole.

Within the material plane of the gallery sits the Ark 
of the Covenant (ca.1400 BcE) upon the Foundation 
Stone (ca. 832 BcE), which has been temporarily loaned 
from the dome of the rock on the temple Mount in 
Jerusalem. these relics create a transmutational, inter-
dimensional portal to the astral plane, not because of 
any particular significance other than the fact that they 
have been so desired as much as the holiest of holies 
by such and such number of humans for such and such 
amount of time. Within these gallery conditions the 
viewer may observe their own and other participants’ 
etheric bodies with apparent ease.

the vibrations of auric color-fields dance in accor-
dance with the nature of individual karmic account-
ability, as well as how many participants frequent the 
space at any given moment. A trap door opens from 
the Foundation Stone and a david Bowie (ca. 1977 
cE) rises up on a platform in a mystic fog induced 
by smoke machines in the tradition of the deus ex 
Machina. He serenades the vibrational bodies of lights 
and darks with his pop hit “Sound and Vision.” the 
gilded glowing lid of the Ark of the Covenant rises 
upwards as he reaches melodic perfection, and the 
etheric bodies reorganize to symphonic synchronicity.

Within the Ark of the Covenant is a gilt mechanism of a 
music box of such perfection of technology as to mir-
ror the delicate orbiting machinery of the celestial bod-
ies within the universe. david cranks one of the wings 
of the cherubim figures detailing the top of the Ark and 
as the mechanism unwinds, it plays the songs of every 
soul in the room.

Like a magnetic file, the darkness separates from the 
light and a loud crackling is heard as the brightness  
is purified. It is the sound one hears when a substance 
travels faster than the speed of sound, faster than the 
speed of light. the substance in this case is the mate-
rial forming the human etheric and material bodies. 
the white walls of the gallery are filled with kaleido-
scopic patterns of saturated chromatic harmony,  
which reemerge over and over like Busby Berkeley–
choreo graphed musical dance routines. Magenta  
shifts to Jungle Green. What was once Laura turns into 
cerulean. david turns into vibrant Amethyst. Yellow 
Julie, Vermillion George. on and on, colors shift to their 
complimentary counterparts to tertiary, and eventually 
all the color is absorbed into sound and only the light 
white walls of the gallery remain.

the Gallery hours are from 10am until eternity.

this proposal is for an exhibition that documents the 
production of the film, FOREST TALES—an eco-femi-
nist reading of the Indian epic, The Ramayana, which is 
a “living” text in South and South East Asia that exam-
ines notions of duty and dharma. recast through the 
eyes of the primary female character, Sita, the story has 
the potential to take on ecological dimensions. Sita 
(whose name means “furrow”) is the daughter of the 
Earth and is literally ploughed out of the soil. through 
her eyes, duty/dharma become relevant in relation to 
the earth.

Extending the ethos of ecology into artistic practice, 
the film will be made without the use of any fuel or 
electricity—except that which is generated through 
human power. In this way, the production aims to make 
visible the “labor” of machines. All equipment and 
materials used in the production will either be recycled 
or upcycled. Video cameras will either be fitted with 
hand-crank mechanisms to power them, or will be 
powered off batteries that have been charged using 
bicycle-power. All local travel will be conducted on 
foot, on bicycles, or in battery-powered vehicles that 
are previously charged through bicycles. Similarly, 
all international travel will be on sailboats that have a 
bank of bicycle-oars. Post-production will be minimal, 
as a majority of the film will be in-camera edited. Any 
remaining editing will take place on computers that are 
fitted on modified sewing machines that use pedal-
generated power.

Being a science-fiction film, the production design will 
employ an Indian steampunk aesthetic, but with a bio-
tech twist. For instance, some characters will have cos-
tumes that are hand-woven using recycled fibre-optic 
elements that will then be powered using body heat 
and motion, while other characters will be clothed in 
“living” costumes created from plants. Sets will be cre-
ated using a mixture of upcycled resources and organic 
materials such as mushroom bricks. the film will also 
employ animation as a visual strategy, through simple 
lenticular or rotoscope animations—using animation 
plates either exposed on grass through sunlight, or cre-
ated through batik. In this way, the work intends to be 
artisanal—in the sense that it is handmade.

the script will examine a single moment in the 
story where Sita enters the forest in exile. ram and 
Lakshman will be conspicuous through their absence 
in the film. Having arrived in the forest by night, Sita 
will encounter the destruction of the forest at first 
daylight and discover that it is now a dumping ground 
for pharmaceutical waste. She will wander into the for-
est looking for her mother, who will come to her in the 
guise of a frog (evoking the plethora of animal voices 
in the original text).

this project achieves its ideal form within the context 
of the exhibition, as the most ecologically sustainable 
film is one that is not even made. By providing audi-
ence members the modes of production, the visual 
design, and the narrative, it challenges them to collec-
tively imagine what this film could be.

A Wicked Problem (eFA Project SPAce) November 14 – december 20, 2014
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Larissa Harris is a curator at the 
Queens Museum where, most 
recently, she organized 13 Most 
Wanted Men: Andy Warhol and 
the 1964 World’s Fair (April 27, 
2014 – Sep 7, 2014) in partnership 
with the Andy Warhol Museum, 
Pittsburgh.

naima J. Keith is an Assistant 
curator at the Studio Museum 
in Harlem. Since joining the 
Studio Museum in 2011, she has 
organized numerous exhibi-
tions, including Charles Gaines: 
Gridwork 1974 –1989 (Jul 17, 
2014 –oct 26, 2014).

Prem Krishnamurthy is co-
founder of the award-winning 
design studio Project Projects  
and director/curator of P!, a 
multidisciplinary exhibition space 
in new York’s chinatown. He 
currently teaches in the gradu-
ate program at the center for 
curatorial Studies, Bard college.

david Senior is a bibliographer 
at the MoMA Library. He often 
organizes exhibitions of books 
and printed ephemera.

PArtIcIPAnt BIoS

Emily Baierl is a curator, artist, and 
arts administrator based in new 
York city. 

dBfoundation was co-founded 
in 2006 in new York city by Greta 
Byrum and Annabel daou. It is 
dedicated to creating and foster-
ing ephemeral edifices and intan-
gible structures.

Hank Ehrenfried’s work centers 
on humor, violence, banality and a 
frustration with catharsis as a lan-
guage to articulate a functionality 
that he does not fully understand.

caitlin Foley and Misha 
rabinovich create participatory 
artworks which respond to cul-
tural overload with social installa-
tions aiming to inspire collective 
experiences and slow time.

Katya Grokhovsky works in 
performance, video, installation, 
sculpture, drawing, and text  
and has an MFA from the School 
of the Art Institute of chicago  
and a BFA from Victorian college 
of the Arts, Australia.

oree Holban is an Israeli artist, a 
musician, a dreamer and a lover 
who drifts between the urge to glo-
rify poetic moments and see things 
as they are—all with the hope of 
inspiring others to be free-spirited 
and jolly in their bodies and minds.

Antony Hudek is curator and 
deputy director at raven row, 
London, and co-director of the non-
profit press occasional Papers.

Felix Kalmenson is a russian-born 
toronto-based artist who works 
in installation, video, photog-
raphy, performance and sound 
art. He completed a Bachelors of 
Architecture and urban Studies at 
the university of toronto in 2011.

Audra Lambert is an art critic, 
curator, and M.A. candidate, Art 
History at city college (cunY) 
with a focus on public art.

clarinda Mac Low started out 
working in dance and molecular 
biology in the late 1980s and 
now creates participatory events 
of all types. 

Beth reitmeyer is a visual artist 
based in Bowling Green, KY who 
likes to make people happy with 
her colorful installations.

Emily c. thomas is a daydreamer 
and interdisciplinary artist, who 
likes animals, playing, attempt-
ing to join cults, investigating 
mysteries, and making work that 
engages her imagination, and 
explores the symbolic construc-
tion of consciousness.

Anuj Vaidya is an artist, educator 
and media curator whose work 
straddles the cusp between per-
formance and film, and addresses 
issues of gender, sexuality and 
ecology.

Michelle Levy, director
Lauren Bierly, Assistant director
claire Barliant, curatorial Advisor
Meghana Karnik, curatorial Intern
Minzoo Park, curatorial Intern

EFA Project Space
A Program of the Elizabeth 
Foundation for the Arts
323 West 39th Street, 2nd Floor
new York, nY 10018
(212) 563-5855 x 244 
projectspace@efanyc.org
www.efanyc.org

EFA Project Space, a program of 
the Elizabeth Foundation for the 
Arts, is a collaborative cross- 
disciplinary arts venue founded  
on the belief that art is directly  
connected to the individuals  
who produce it, the communities 
that arise because of it, and to 
everyday life, and that by providing  
an arena for exploring these 
connections, we empower artists 
to forge new partnerships and 
encourage the expansion of ideas.

the Elizabeth Foundation for  
the Arts (EFA) is a 501 (c) (3) public 
charity. through its three core  
programs, EFA Studio Program, 
EFA Project Space Program, 
and EFA’s robert Blackburn 
Printmaking Workshop Program, 
EFA is dedicated to providing 
artists across all disciplines with 
space, tools and a cooperative 
forum for the development of  
individual practice. 

EFA Project Space is supported 
in part by public funds from the 
newYork city department of 
cultural Affairs in Partnership with 
the city council. Private funding 
for the program has been received 
from the Andy Warhol Foundation 
for the Visual Arts, and Foundation 
for contemporary Arts.

© 2014 the Elizabeth Foundation 
for the Arts

design: Kloepfer–ramsey–Kwon
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